
December 12, 2023

RICAPS Monthly Meeting 

RICAPS technical assistance is available through the San 
Mateo County Energy Watch program, which is funded 
by California utility customers, administered by Pacific 

Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) under the auspices of 
the California Public Utilities Commission and additional 

funding provided by Peninsula Clean Energy. 



Agenda 

1:15-1:25: Welcome and 
Annoucments

1:25-2:00: RICAPS 
Implementation Highlights

2:00-3:00: Group 
Discussion: 2023 Recap 
& RICAPS Planning for 
2024

• 1:15-1:20: Welcome, Avana 
Andrade 

• 1:20-1:25: Announcements 

• 1:25-1:50: Compost & Edible Food 
Recovery Program Update- County 
Office of Sustainability, Jack Steinmann 
& Lizzie Carrade

• 1:50-2:00: Energy Watch Facility 
Electrification Highlight, Laura Wong, 
Office of Sustainability

• Part 1: 2023 Sustainability Action 
and Highlights 

• Part 2: What we’re hoping to see 
from RICAPS in 2024
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1: Announcements 
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Call for First Movers: Municipal Electric First Policy + Staff Report 

Goal: Pass municipal policy with exemption option for 
municipal facility upgrades and new construction to 
be all-electric
View draft language here [staff report upcoming]: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e-Z7sML1xZKwEwyvNfiFT-
WtCDL7A4zY/view?usp=sharing
• Accompanying staff report can help City Staff move 

through the City Council adoption phase
• Ongoing Rincon technical support available for Cities to 

move through process 
• Ask- first mover cities to move through this process 
• Next steps: incorporate into CAAP updates; set up 

meetings with electeds/ public works to pitch

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e-Z7sML1xZKwEwyvNfiFT-WtCDL7A4zY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e-Z7sML1xZKwEwyvNfiFT-WtCDL7A4zY/view?usp=sharing
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2: Edible Food Recovery and Compost 
Program in Review- County Office of 
Sustainability 



SB 1383 Compost Broker Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello Everyone! 



Overview
1. Resource Conservation District Compost Broker 

Program Update

2. Q&A

1. San Mateo County Edible Food Recovery Program

1. Q&A



Jurisdiction Number of Truck Loads of 
Compost

County Total 1788.9

County of San Mateo 164.0

Atherton 16.0

Belmont 61.4

Brisbane 10.6
Burlingame 69.0
Colma 3.8
Daly City 251.9
East Palo Alto 70.4
Foster City 76.2
Half Moon Bay 28.6
Hillsborough 26.4
Menlo Park 80.8
Millbrae 52.2
Pacifica 87.9
Portola Valley 10.6
Redwood City 197.6
San Bruno 104.3
San Carlos 69.2
San Mateo 239.1

South San Francisco 155.8
Woodside 13.1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Start by reminding folks of the SB 1383 Procurement Requirements. When the County started digging into how we would meet this procurement requirement, we learned pretty quickly that our and each our the county’s jurisdiction’s best path to comply with this requirement will be to procure compost. This product is most widely avaliabe, and per ton, the most affordable. �Most accessible, most cost effective, and potential not only to meet SB 1383 but our climate action goals too.��Even though, compost is each city’s best option for meeting this requirement does not mean it would be an easy lift. Each city will need to purchase huge amounts of this product each year to comply with SB 1383. ���I went ahead and put together an example of the number of  100-ft truck loads of compost meeting our procurement targets would take. Sticking with the example, the County will need to procure about 164 truck loads of compost to meet our procurement target. �No jurisdiction has the park or rangeland, except maybe Colma, to use all of this product. So cities really need to partner with other organizations or individuals to find a way to use all the product they are responsible for procuring. Working with the RCD and compost experts across the state, we quickly determined that partnering with farmers and ranchers would be the best way for cities to not only use the product, but do so in a way that builds local climate resiliency. ���From there we moved forward with our own compost quality study, and we began two compost pilots. ���We understand that there are too major challenges with this procurement requirement, Where are we going to procure quality, uncontaminated sources of compostWhere are we going to put all of this compostNo jurisdiction is going to have enough parkland and landscaped area to use all of this compost, so early on we started looking for other opportunities to partner with places that could accept, use, and benefit from additional compost. The sector with the greatest potential is agriculture. Farm and rangeland can use a lot of compost and there are huge climate resiliency and carbon sequestration benefit that come with applying compost on these types of lands. My team doesn’t have the capacity to speak with individual farmers and ranchers, so our approach has been to work directly with organizations with expertise doing this.



Where We Left Off

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Late 2021, the California Department of Resource Recovery announced the availability of non-competitive grant funding to help cities implement SB 1383. Early 2021 through RICAPS, we hosted a number of meeting where we all came together to discuss the challenge of independently looking for ways to meet our SB 1383 procurement requirements and to discuss an opportunity we had to start a new bold program the had not been done anywhere in the state. Through these meetings we collectivity agreed to dedicate a portion of our SB 1383 grant funding towards developing a Compost Program with the San Mateo Resource Conservation District. Through this program we’d provide the RCD funding to work with farmers and ranchers across the San Mateo County Coast to devise and carry out compost application projects. The goal of these projects was to help our cities meet our procurement targets, but they have the benefit of improving coastal ag land’s water retention capacity, improving soil health and structure, and sequestering carbon from the atmosphere into the soil.Our original plan was to contribute just over $500K collectively to procure and apply 8000 tons of compost  over two years. Our program also sought to leverage additional funding from farmers, ranchers, and other grant programs. That is where we left off. Now I’d like to give you an idea what the program each of our cities is funding actually looks like on the ground. And theres no beter way to do that than to introduce you to the folks from the RCD who are really making this work happen day to dayDougs been coordinating with farmers, traveling to find different sources of high quality compost, and then coordinating this on the ground. Doug is a wealth of knowledge and is really our boots on the ground making this program happen day to day. Doug is a Project Manager for the Agriculture Program where he works on compost and soil health projects. Doug has worked in San Mateo County agriculture for over 15 years, including at TomKat Ranch and The HEAL Project. He brings 25 years of experience in agriculture (including aquaponics!), composting, soil health, and carbon farm planning. Doug grew up in the middle of farmland and graduated from Ohio State University in Greenhouse Production and Management. Doug’s passion for soil and surf make San Mateo County his ideal home.



Where We Left Off

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dougs been coordinating with farmers, traveling to find different sources of high quality compost, and then coordinating this on the ground. Doug is a wealth of knowledge and is really our boots on the ground making this program happen day to day. Doug is a Project Manager for the Agriculture Program where he works on compost and soil health projects. Doug has worked in San Mateo County agriculture for over 15 years, including at TomKat Ranch and The HEAL Project. He brings 25 years of experience in agriculture (including aquaponics!), composting, soil health, and carbon farm planning. Doug grew up in the middle of farmland and graduated from Ohio State University in Greenhouse Production and Management. Doug’s passion for soil and surf make San Mateo County his ideal home.Kasey works on the carbon farming and waste reduction programs. She holds a B.S. in Community and Regional Development from UC Davis. Kasey previously worked on farms and managed a cut flower operation in Pescadero. She most recently coordinated two volunteer programs with UC Cooperative Extension. Kasey is a San Mateo County native who feels most at home in the fog and the redwoods. When she’s not working you can find her hiking, biking, gardening and adventuring.



Where We Left Off

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Sign Up

• Find farmers interested and 
willing to participate

• Evaluate if the farmer is eligible 
for other funding opportunities 
and support farmer through that 
process

• Sign all necessary agreements 
we need for SB 1383 (this takes 
time and trust with farmers who 
are often very hesitant to sign 
agreements

• Leveraging approximately $200K 
since the fall of 2022. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is perhaps one of the most unique aspects of our program in San Mateo County. The RCD has experience with these programs. As far as we’re aware, our program is the only one leveraging this support. This allows some of our farmer/rancher partners to completely cover the cost of compost application, removing barriers to farmers that otherwise would not be able to afford this type of climate action work. Find farmers interested and willing to participateEvaluate if the farmer is eligible for other funding opportunities and support farmer through that processSign all necessary agreements we need for SB 1383 (this takes time and trust with farmers who are often very hesitant to sign agreementsLeveraging approximately $200K since the fall of 2022. 



Soil Sampling and Application Planning

• It is important to know where 
farmers are starting from to 
determine appropriate 
application rates

• Soil probe. 
• Darker layer is where all of the 

organic matter is. Where all the 
life is and where the carbon is. 

• When compost is applied it 
essentially facilitates the 
expansion of the living layer of 
the soil. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next step then is for the RCD team to go out and conduct soil samples. The RCD team are experts in Base on what they learn from the soil samples, they then work with the farmers to put together application plan specific for their operations. Both Doug and Kasey have gone through specific trainings to develop compost application plans and are learning with their farmer partners. But again, I can’t stress their expertise. They’ve both dug deep enough into this work that very few people could match their expertise. This is another unique aspect our project with the RCD. There are other services, but a key part to building our local compost market is to engage with new farmers and provide the TA to help them know what type of compost 



Compost Delivery

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 24 tons per loadCompost makes happy farmers



Compost Spreading

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Some farms do there own but most use the composter’s spreader



Compost Spreading

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 Some farms do there ow 



Compost Spreading

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And then the compost is spread.  We have grant picutures of what this looks like. In 2022 we applied just about 2000 tons of compost



Challenge and Opportunities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We need cleaner compost! Municpal compost is dirty. We are developing an outreach camapgin to clearn this stream. We currently purchase compost from Gilroy. We’ve visited over 10 facilities in the Bay Area and are only using agricultural or green waste composts. We need to feed our feedstocks to expand our options for procurement. Advocacy. Expand eligible compost sources to open up local compost so



Next Steps

1.Extend Program for another 2 
years 

2.Adjust program to allow greater 
flexibility

1.Advocate for procurement 
changes

2.Plan for future without grant 
funding to fuel this work

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Questions?



San Mateo County Edible Food 
Recovery Program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello Everyone! Review what we mean by edible food recovery. Surplus food to people who need it. A grocery store for example 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
-18% of what we landfill is edible food-SB 1383 requires a 20% reeducation of this wasted food by 2025. 



SB 1383 and Edible Food Recovery

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This will be accomplished by requiring the following generators to donate the maximum amount of their surplus edible food. the law’s regulations require what they call “Tier 1 and 2 commercial Edible Food Generators” which include….. (LIST GENERATORS)   …….  to hold a contract with a food recovery organization that arranges for as much of the generators surplus edible food to be recovered by the food recovery organization as possible. Tier 1 Generators must have a contract in place by January 1, 2022 and Tier 2 Generators must have a contract in place by January 1, 2024.   To ensure that this happens�Jurisdicitons are required to work with Edibel Food Recovery organizations to build their food recovery capacity and enforce that all Tier 1 & 2 Generators hold these food recovery contracts. ��San Mateo County understood the connection �San Mateo County started on this area of SB 1383 early on. Together The County and all the jurisdictions located within the county, agreed that we would develop one countywide edible food recovery program under the County’s Office of Sustainability which the County officially established at the beginning of 2020. �



Jurisdiction Edible Food Recovery Requirements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And Requires Jurisdictions to establish edible food recovery programs, that establish local ordinances, provide education, inspect and enforce for compliance, and grow capacity. To ensure that this happens�Jurisdicitons are required to establish their own EFR program, work with Edibel Food Recovery organizations to build their capacity and enforce that all Tier 1 & 2 Generators hold these food recovery contracts. ��San mateo county, like the hundreds of other jurisdictions across the state has to create a EFR program. That’s what has driven the county to get involved in this space. ��San Mateo County is understand the environmental and social good that food recovery often leads to andanticipated the massive lift that these new requirements would require long before I joined the County team. In 2018 the office of sustainability started assessing what 1383 EFR implementation would require. 



One Countywide Program

• Consistent messaging

• One set of rules for all 
generators, FROs, 
FRSs

• One entity to report to 
for all food recovery in 
San Mateo County

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All our partners in the different jurisdictions agreed that this was our best path forward, and through out the pandemic, we’ve been coordinating via zoom to determine how to make this happen in a way that fulfills each jurisdiction’s 1383 EFR program and reporting requirements while still supporting each of our food recovery partners with consistent rules and messaging countywide. 



Regional Edible Food Recovery Capacity Building

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As the MOUs and Ordinances come into place, we’re continuing our work with now four different food recovery partners to build out their food recovery systems in different parts of the county.. List who is doing what where. Our goal with these partners are for them to develop fee-for-service food recovery pograms so that they are able to sustain and grow without county subsidy in the future. In the meantime the County is supporting these orgs. We’re also working with a consultant called good stuff to help build out our education and outreach plan for tier 1 and 2 generators. And we are working with Recyclist to help us track all of food recovery program records for the Countywide program. Next Slide and my team is preparing for how we’re going to collect and distribute all of the food recovery records that we’ll need to keep through SB 1383. One of the biggest benefits of SB 1383 is that it changes the dynamics of what the relationship is between Edible Food generators and food recovery organizations. In San Mateo County we consider food recovery as a waste prevention service just as recycling and organics collection are. Edible Food Recovery is the act of collecting surplus food, that would have otherwise been wasted, from businesses, organizations, or events and redistributing that food to individual who want or need these resources. In SMC Edible Food Recovery is considered a service that specialized food recovery organizations provide businesses and organizations to help them prevent waste, reduce their GHG emissions, and comply with local mandates. Food recovery organizations are often community based organizations that have a deep understanding of communities needs and food distribution logistics, such as Second Harvest of Silicon Valley.  Today we have agreements with 4 different food recovery organizations throughout different areas of the county. (Name Partner Orgs) The OOS is funding the purchase of food recovery equipment and food recovery staff for each organization, and in exchange,  each of our food recovery partners are providing food recovery services to Tier 1 edible food generators within their service areas, and developing a fee-for-service model that will allow their food recovery efforts to sustain and grow into the future without County subsidy. ��A key innovation in SB 1383 is that generators are required to contract with food recovery organizations to divert their excess. This upends the traditional role of Business as “food donors”. SB 1383 recognizes that food recovery is a true SERVICE that organization provide to businesses and deserve to be compensated for just as waste and recycling services are compensated. This new dynamic will also allow food recovery organizations to set the terms for the food they want. They won’t have to accept junk food, or any other products that do not meet the nutrition standards the food recovery organization aims to meet. �Edible Recovery has a triple net bottom line: it meets a social goal by providing food to hungry people, an economic goal by extending the life of our landfills and helping businesses reduce their waste, and an environmental goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions associated with waste disposal. OOS’s goal is to support our food recovery partners as they build out their business models and become a normalized part of the food system in San Mateo County. 



Regional Edible Food Recovery Capacity Building

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the ground, this has looked like renovating facilities like Cora’s Community market at Samaritan House in San Mateo. Purchasing refrigerated vans to enable increased and safer food pick ups and distributions. Paying for staff to actually pick up and devlier surplus food. In this last picture to the right you can get a sense of how important that is. You can see Walter here loading what ended up being just over 1000 LBS of food from a trader joes. We’ve also been working with these partners to develop their long term funding strategy. 



Inspections

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the newest aspects of our EFR program is our inspection program. We’ve built and are building this program from the ground up. Process… -Meet with managers to review regs, review EFR agreements and records-walk through each department to ask staff about their processes-Check waste bins for tossed product. Review needed changes, provide resources to generators. If needed, we follow up with their FRO partners with clarifying questions or to request additional trainings.Excellent education for us, learning about best practices. To be an effective inspector, we need to have an understanding of different food businesses and the capacities of the different food recovery organiztaions serving our county. This doesn’t happen overnight, so, to start, we inspected businesses that we know have services and where likely compliant. Our goal here was to build our own confidence conducting inspections, learn what we’re looking for, and see examples of businesses with programs that are leading to best practices. From there we moved on to inspect at least one in each jurisdiction, and jurisdictions that our FRO partners have flagged as not having sufficient systems in place to recovery. 



Inspections

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re running our inspection program in-house for now. The benefit of doing this is that we’ve been able to role out our inspections I think in a way that will benefit us long term. Two things you need to know for an effective inspection are 1. what an effective program by a generator looks like, two what are the food recovery criteria of an area’s FROs. To role out our inspection program we’ve focused on tier 1 grocers. This is because we know the landscape of FROs here really well, we’ve learned what parameters have to be met for safe recovery of prepared foods, these businesses gave us the opportunity to learn and refine our inspection process. And most of all, we are able to have an immediate impact making sure that every FRO pick up that happens is fully maximized. Two examples of what I mean by this are… Costco are being inspected all around the Bay Area, but our intentional approach to inspections has allowed us to ask more questions than programs that prioritize bulk and box checking. All Costco egg and milk surplus is being destroyed. ��Slow but stead. One of the newest aspects of our EFR program is our inspection program. We’ve built and are building this program from the ground up. Excellent education for us, learning about best practices. To be an effective inspector, we need to have an understanding of different food businesses and the capacities of the different food recovery organiztaions serving our county. This doesn’t happen overnight, so, to start, we inspected businesses that we know have services and where likely compliant. Our goal here was to build our own confidence conducting inspections, learn what we’re looking for, and see examples of businesses with programs that are leading to best practices. From there we moved on to inspect at least one in each jurisdiction, and jurisdictions that our FRO partners have flagged as not having sufficient systems in place to recovery. 



Next Steps

1.Enforcement

1.EFR Capacity Planning

1.Ramp up inspections

1.Pilot new EFR approaches

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Enforcement. We’ll be working out the enforcement process with each city. EFR Capacity Planning. �Understand who still needs service. Consutlatnt to help outreach�Assess Capacity in a new way. Broader outreach with all FROs and FRSs�Assess new opportunities to expand capacity (Multi-family Apts, RWC Navigation Center)�Understand what out of county FROs are active in our spaceIncrease inspections. Loop in Tier 2sPilot new EFR approaches�Surplus to staff�prepared foods�autonomous vehicle�



Questions?
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3: 2023 Energy Watch Highlights



2023 Energy Watch Highlights
GK-12 Program School Data Project Simplified Savings

Energy efficiency program for 
government and K-12 public 
schools.

Partnership with the San 
Mateo Office of Education and 
Peninsula Clean Energy to 
collect information on school 
facilities. 

Energy efficiency program for 
hard to reach small 
businesses.
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2023 Energy Watch Highlights: GK-12 Program

Installed Heat Pump Water Heaters (HPWHs) 



41,712 therms of methane gas is equal to… 

49.1 gasoline-
powered 
passenger 
vehicles driven for 
one year

565,771 miles 
driven by a 
gasoline-powered 
passenger vehicle

42.9 homes’ 

electricity use 

for one year
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2023 Energy Watch Highlights: GK-12 Program

Planned & Proposed HPWHs 



37,275 therms of methane gas, saved in Daly 
City is equal to… 

43.9 gasoline-
powered 
passenger 
vehicles driven for 
one year

505,588 miles 
driven by a 
gasoline-powered 
passenger vehicle

38.4 homes’ 

electricity use 

for one year
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School Data Project 

• GOAL: Learn more about public K-12 
school facilities and use the information 
to inform future energy efficiency 
opportunities   

• Progress so far:
• 34 surveys, 
• 25 site visits, & 
• 22 methane gas catalogs

Sequoia High School, photo taken by David Sawyer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To highlight some of our recent successes in supporting cities improve their energy efficiency, PG&E’s Government and K-12 Schools program has been increasingly popular in the County. This program in particular is designed to help existing buildings retrofit their facilities with things such as lighting upgrades to LEDs and electrification from methane water heaters to electric heat pump water heaters. If you’re unfamiliar with heat pump water heaters, they work by transferring heat using electricity, rather than creating it. So they can use the warmth in the air around them to heat water, instead of burning fossil fuels. Since 2021, Energy Watch has referred 8 public agencies, which currently represents about 50 methane gas to electric water heater replacements.  
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School Data Project: What Have We Learned So Far? 

• Air quality, water resources, waste, 
energy use, transportation, and 
availability of DERs

Energy Efficiency Opportunities:

• LED lighting 
• 15 schools have reported that less 

than 30% of their lights have been 
upgraded to LEDs 

Sequoia High School, photo taken by David Sawyer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To highlight some of our recent successes in supporting cities improve their energy efficiency, PG&E’s Government and K-12 Schools program has been increasingly popular in the County. This program in particular is designed to help existing buildings retrofit their facilities with things such as lighting upgrades to LEDs and electrification from methane water heaters to electric heat pump water heaters. If you’re unfamiliar with heat pump water heaters, they work by transferring heat using electricity, rather than creating it. So they can use the warmth in the air around them to heat water, instead of burning fossil fuels. Since 2021, Energy Watch has referred 8 public agencies, which currently represents about 50 methane gas to electric water heater replacements.  
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Simplified Savings Program

• New commercial program 

• Hard-to-reach small businesses

• Have a peak demand of 50 kW or less

• Not part of a chain with more than 10 locations

• Primary language spoken is other than English

• Business size is less than 10 employees

• Facility is leased or rented

• 8 referrals so far! Odyssey’s Pizzeria Taqueria, business owner’s photo from Yelp

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To highlight some of our recent successes in supporting cities improve their energy efficiency, PG&E’s Government and K-12 Schools program has been increasingly popular in the County. This program in particular is designed to help existing buildings retrofit their facilities with things such as lighting upgrades to LEDs and electrification from methane water heaters to electric heat pump water heaters. If you’re unfamiliar with heat pump water heaters, they work by transferring heat using electricity, rather than creating it. So they can use the warmth in the air around them to heat water, instead of burning fossil fuels. Since 2021, Energy Watch has referred 8 public agencies, which currently represents about 50 methane gas to electric water heater replacements.  
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3: Group discussion: 2023 Highlights & 
Where We’re going in 2024
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Part 1: Sustainability Action Highlights and Challenges (2023)

• What have been the big themes of your sustainability 
work in 2023

• What has been successful? 
• What has been challenging? 

– 1: Solo brainstorm (5 minutes) 
– 2: Small group discussion (10 minutes) 
– 3: Large group discussion (10 minutes) 
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Part 2: What we’re hoping to see from RICAPS in 2024

• What are the big climate action planning themes you are 
thinking about in 2024? 

• What are some opportunities for regional collaboration? 
• A year from now, what would you like to see RICAPS 

accomplish?

– 1: Solo brainstorm (5 minutes) 
– 2: Small group discussion (10 minutes) 
– 3: Large group discussion (10 minutes) 



THANK 
YOU
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